
INSTANT KRAMESS

OVERVIEW

INSTANT KRAMESS is a complete cold swelling custard mix, which is prepared simply by whisking with cold water.,,The 

simplicity of use eliminates the necessity of preparing custards by the boiled method using milk.,,INSTANT KRAMESS 

custard has a fairly firm consistency and very pleasing eating qualities. However there are many uses and advantages 

with the custard, which are frequently overlooked.,,INSTANT KRAMESS custard is both heat and freeze/thaw stable. 

Therefore it can be successfully used for Danish Pastries and any other lines which are baked after initial preparation. 

Desserts or tarts where piped custard is used can be frozen without fear of custard breakdown. ,,INSTANT KRAMESS is 

also often added to buttercream or fresh cream to provide a smooth mouth feel and excellent flavour. ,,Custard prepared 

from INSTANT KRAMESS is excellent for piping and decoration as it sets firmly and holds well.,,We recommend you 

consider all the alternative uses for INSTANT KRAMESS before you put the bag back on the shelf.

USAGE

Whip with cold water only to produce an all round filling suitable for most bakery uses.

INGREDIENTS

Sugar, Modified Starch (1414), Whole Milk Powder, Whey Powder, Skim Milk Powder, Stabiliser(401), Acidity Regulators 

(262, 263), Salt, Preservative (202), Flavour, Colours (102, 124, 171), Maize Starch
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PACKAGING

Code Size Type Palletisation
3360-51 15kg Plastic Bag

METHOD

Group 1

Ingredient KG

Cold Water 1.200

Instant Kramess 0.400

Total Weight: 1.600

DESCRIPTION

1. Place water followed by power in a machine bowl. 2. Whisk on second speed for a few seconds. 3. Scrape down sides 

and continue whisking for 1 minute on second speed. 4. Allow the custard to stand 5 minutes then whisk for 1 minute on 

top speed.

STORAGE

Cool, Dry & Dark Conditions

SHELF LIFE

9 Months (270) days

TYPE

Powder

ALLERGENS

Milk

CATEGORY

Custards, Icings, Toppings & Fillings

INGREDIENT FEATURES

Halal
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https://www.nzbakels.co.nz/product-category/custards/
https://www.nzbakels.co.nz/product-category/icings-2/
https://www.nzbakels.co.nz/products/?dietary[]=6894

